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Custom ceremonies with heart and soul

IDEAS FOR OPTIONAL MINI RITUAL

A “mini ritual” is a symbolic exchange or act that you can do during your
ceremony, usually right after the ring exchange. You can read through the
following ideas to see if you’re drawn to any of them for your ceremony, or, if
this doesn’t feel like your style then no pressure to do one. Either way is fine
and remember that whatever feels best to you is what’s right for your ceremony.

I like to list the mini rituals below not only to give you some ideas of what can
be done during your ceremony, but also to spark ideas of your own. For
instance, one of my couples read through the mini rituals and had the idea that
instead of exchanging roses, they would exchange journals since they had each
been keeping a separate journal to the other since their engagement. Some of
my couples have planted seeds or baby trees in a pot to plant when they get
back home. I once read about a couple who were both welders and they welded
a little mini sculpture together right after their ring exchange. Not that you
would do that, but this really shows that anything goes! Again, the main rule is
that whatever feels good and symbolic for your relationship is what is right for
your ceremony.

You can also make changes to these existing ceremonies in a way that fits your
style. Have fun with your imaginations and let me know if you have questions!

Wine Box Mini Ritual

For this mini ritual, you buy a bottle of wine and a box that a wine bottle would
fit nicely in, and if it has a closure or clasp, that’s ideal. You also each write a
letter to the other and put each letter in a sealed envelope. After the ring
exchange, a designated person brings us the box with the wine in it. I’ll be
holding the letters in their envelopes and will give them to you to each put into
the wine box. We then seal the wine box to be opened on your anniversary five
or ten years from now, and you read the letters and drink the wine together. The
power of this ceremony is that, after your ring exchange, you’re setting your
first tradition as a couple – to make letter and wine time capsules throughout
your marriage to remember your wedding day and to celebrate and reflect on
your years together. This is also an opportunity to involve a friend or family
member in the ceremony as the person in charge of bringing the wine box to us
when we are ready for it.



Rose Exchange Ceremony

For this mini ritual, you buy two red roses. After the ring exchange, a
designated person (or people) bring each of you a rose to give to one another.
Or the roses can be in a vase on a table nearby. Once each of you has a rose, I
guide you through giving them to one another. The power of this ritual is that
the rose is the very first gift that each of you give to each other after saying your
I Do’s, vows and exchanging rings. The red rose historically represents true
love. We can also talk about the exchange as being the start of a tradition in
your marriage – you can have a special place or vase for roses in your home and
whenever you want to celebrate each other, you can place roses there. You can
also place a rose in the vase when you are fighting or at odds with one another
and want to remember the core nature of your love and what your marriage
meant to you on your wedding day. This mini ritual is also an opportunity to
involve friends or family members who can be the designated “rose holders” and
bring them to you when we are ready for them during the ceremony.

Sand Ceremony

For this mini ritual, you buy three vases and two colors of sand. Make sure that
two of the vases are easy to pour sand out of, and that the third has a wide
opening to easily pour sand into. We’ll also need a table in the ceremony for the
sand and vases, and to do the sand ceremony. One sand color represents the
bride and the person she is and what she brings to the marriage. The other sand
color represents the groom and the person that he is and what he brings to the
marriage. After the ring exchange, I guide each of you to pour your sand color
into the vase, thus the two sand colors mix to become one. You can also have a
third sand color in its own vase, and that sand color would represent “God” (or
whatever you like to call something larger). We pour that color first as a symbol
that something of a divine nature is with you in your relationship. Then we pour
the bride and groom sand colors. If you have children, this mini ritual is also an
opportunity to incorporate children in the ceremony if your children are old
enough to have an easy time pouring sand!

Candle Ceremony

There are so many symbolic things you can do with candles! The only caution is
that candles are a bit “iffy” if we’re outdoors. They’re best suited for indoor
ceremonies. Some variations of candle ceremonies: Bride and groom each light
their own candle, then light a larger candle together, representing the beginning
of their life together. You can keep this larger candle in your home to light
whenever you like. You can also have relatives light candles and use their
candles to light a combined family candle. This mini ritual is also an opportunity
to incorporate children into the ceremony if your children are old enough to do
candle lighting!


